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Figure 1: The c|swarm user interface, showing S&P 500 (US large capitalisation) stocks’ correlations of daily returns for the three months
to 22 July, 2014. The utilities industry sector is selected; the analysis workflow suggests that these stocks could be useful diversifiers.

Abstract
The analysis of financial assets’ correlations is fundamental to many aspects of finance theory and practice, especially modern
portfolio theory and the study of risk. In order to manage investment risk, in-depth analysis of changing correlations is needed,
with both high and low correlations between financial assets (and groups thereof) important to identify. In this paper, we
propose a visual analytics framework for the interactive analysis of relations and structures in dynamic, high-dimensional
correlation data. We conduct a series of interviews and review the financial correlation analysis literature to guide our design.
Our solution combines concepts from multi-dimensional scaling, weighted complete graphs and threshold networks to present
interactive, animated displays which use proximity as a visual metaphor for correlation and animation stability to encode
correlation stability. We devise interaction techniques coupled with context-sensitive auxiliary views to support the analysis
of subsets of correlation networks. As part of our contribution, we also present behaviour profiles to help guide future users
of our approach. We evaluate our approach by checking the validity of the layouts produced, presenting a number of analysis
stories, and through a user study. We observe that our solutions help unravel complex behaviours and resonate well with study
participants in addressing their needs in the context of correlation analysis in finance.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Visual analytics;
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1. Introduction

Correlation analysis is fundamental to many aspects of finance the-
ory, especially portfolio theory and the study of financial risk. In
his seminal paper, which founded modern mean-variance portfolio
theory sixty-five years ago, Markowitz [Mar52] discussed the im-
portance of diversification in investment portfolio construction—
the spreading of an investor’s money across multiple diverse secu-
rities in order to reduce risk (an investment portfolio is defined as
any collection of financial assets held by an investor). Twelve years
later, Sharpe [Sha64], building on Markowitz’s work, emphasised
the importance of diversification in portfolio management, noting
an explicit link between an asset’s correlation to other assets in
an investor’s portfolio and that portfolio’s overall risk and return
potential. According to Sharpe, risk reduction through diversifica-
tion increases if the portfolio’s assets exhibit a low degree of (or
negative) correlation to each other; conversely, should the level of
correlation within a portfolio’s constituents rise, its expected vari-
ance, and hence, the risk will rise even if there is no change to its
composition [Sha64]. Despite its fundamental importance, the con-
struction and management of well-diversified portfolios is highly
challenging due to the great number of relations to analyse, which
increases semi-quadratically with the number of securities held –
an average-size investment portfolio (144 holdings) contains over
10,000 pairwise relations – and further complicated by the sheer
volume of financial assets available for selection.

Adding to this complexity is the extremely volatile, dynamic
nature of financial markets, particularly pronounced in times of
market stress, when asset prices exhibit an elevated degree of co-
movement (figure 2). Portfolio diversification may then break down
just when needed most, further increasing the risk of losses to
the investor [KHV∗15, SS05, GSZ16]. In such volatile conditions,
effective analysis of relationships within the assets becomes es-
pecially important but also challenging, as prices and behaviours
change rapidly [GF00] and diversifying relations between assets
become more valuable yet also scarcer. The task is complicated fur-
ther by the presence of sub-structures whose behaviour over time
varies and due to a variety of metadata (e.g. economic sector, posi-
tion size within the portfolio) which is important to consider in the
analysis.

The study of dynamically varying covariances and correlations
is thus of great importance in many areas of the securities indus-
try, including, inter alia, investment selection, portfolio construc-
tion, derivatives pricing, structuring and trading, financial index
construction and the measurement and management of financial
risk [SF12, GSZ16]. In current industry practice, however, corre-
lations are often represented in a manner which requires consider-
able analytical effort from the user (see section 3.2). Moreover, the
consideration of low correlations along with high correlations and
across different subsets is often not supported. As a result, many
risk managers and other users of correlations carry out a great deal
of manual work, thus, making better decisions when working on
such complex systems is only possible through the adoption of
carefully designed, sophisticated techniques that facilitate the con-
current analysis of several dynamic relations.

In this paper, we propose a visual analytics approach to ad-
dress challenges arising in current practice. Using the analysis of

Figure 2: Correlations between stock returns vary over time and
are generally higher in times of market stress. Here, we see how
the distribution of rolling three-month pairwise correlation coeffi-
cients (r) between S&P 500 (US large-capitalisation stocks) index
constituents’ daily price returns has fluctuated since 2006.

dynamic correlations in securities markets as a motivating exam-
ple, we design and build interactive visualisation solutions suitable
for the simultaneous identification of both high and low correla-
tion relationships (and, more generally, for the visual analysis of
high-dimensional data with pairwise distances) and the tracking of
changes therein over time. This provides an effective and robust
solution that enables analysts to investigate the relations between
correlations within investment portfolios and indices of up to sev-
eral hundred securities for the exploration and analysis of changes
in correlation structures over time.

Our solution is designed through a user-centred methodology
by identifying the key requirements of the domain through expert
interviews and an in-depth literature review. We adopt concepts
such as multi-dimensional scaling, weighted complete graphs and
threshold networks to present interactive, animated displays which
use proximity as a visual metaphor for correlation and animation
stability to encode correlation stability. We devise context-aware
interaction techniques coupled with auxiliary views that enable
analysts to interactively determine and investigate “sub-networks”
of varyingly correlated securities. We identify and introduce be-
haviour profiles for securities that indicate the structures and be-
haviours of interests from a financial analysis perspective. These
profiles are related to the analytical tasks and we revisit them in a
number of analysis stories carried out as part of the validation of our
approach. We further evaluate our method through measurement of
the quality of layouts created by our algorithm and frame-rates of
the resultant animations, as well as by a follow-up user-study in-
volving interviews with experts. To summarise, the contributions
of this work are:

• Observations and lessons learned from a design study to charac-
terise the domain of financial correlation analysis

• Interactive visualisation techniques for the comparative analysis
of sub-structures in dynamic networks

• A characterisation of key visual behaviours seen in dynamic
weighted complete networks of financial data

• Use cases and follow-up interviews to demonstrate the effective-
ness of interactive visual methods in the application domain
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2. Related work

Investment portfolios often contain high numbers of holdings or
securities, with US mutual funds typically holding between 40 and
120 stocks [SS05]. More recent work suggests that these numbers
have increased, with a mean of 144 and a standard deviation of 271
stocks held [GSZ16]. The ability to visualise a substantial number
of pairwise correlations concurrently is therefore of particular in-
terest. This, however, results in data fidelity being a concern, with
many methods discarding a large proportion of the correlation ma-
trix data, making the identification of low-correlation pairs difficult.
We review the representation techniques of correlation matrices un-
der a number of categories in the following.

2.1. Hierarchical visualisation idioms

One popular approach is to postulate that the constituents of a port-
folio, index or other group of stocks have a hierarchical structure
driven by their pairwise correlation coefficients [Man99]. Once this
structure has been determined, it is visualised using techniques
such as dendograms, minimum spanning trees (discussed below)
or Neighbour-Nets. A general criticism is that a hierarchical struc-
ture may be imposed where none exists [RR14]; furthermore, these
approaches remove a great amount of detail from the visualisation
of correlation matrices, which results in fairly simple visual repre-
sentations but is problematic for our use case: an absent or distant
hierarchical connection between a pair of securities is not a suffi-
cient condition for the existence of a low correlation.

2.2. Proximity, similarity and distance metaphors

Correlations, as they measure the degree of linear dependency of a
relationship, may be interpreted as measures of similarity [EL09]
and hence of proximity between pairs of dimensions, their inverse
thus a measure of distance. This family of visualisation techniques
takes advantage of that concept. For instance, ordered heat maps of
correlation matrices (i.e. distance matrices) are widely used and
understood and often useful for the easy identification of clus-
ters of correlated variables [MMGG16], but vary in effectiveness
dependent on the quality of the ordering technique used [SS02].
Scatter plots based on multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) are used
in many applications which analyse the similarity, relatedness or
proximity of data [Man99, BGM12] – a simple visual represen-
tation of relationships between variables is created by projecting
high-dimensional data into fewer (usually two or three) dimen-
sions, whilst aiming to preserve pairwise distances. This idiom
makes MDS suitable for visualising changes in correlations [GF00]
and other network topologies [LS08, LSSdN08] over time. In a
static setting, MDS has been used as a layout to communicate sim-
ilarities between data dimensions as represented through their cor-
relations [YPH∗, TSL∗17]. However, due to the stochastic nature
of the computation, and its susceptibility to errors in data and over-
sensitivity to inherent structures [BGM12], MDS needs to be incor-
porated with care.

2.3. Pruned-graph techniques

Graphs (a.k.a. node-link diagrams, network diagrams) are a com-
mon visual metaphor for the depiction of correlations, as they are

expressly intended for the illustration of relationships between en-
tities [Kir16]. Graph-based approaches combine elements of both
hierarchical and distance-based representations, and much of the
research into graphs as visualisations of financial correlations has
focused on the efficient reduction of graph size and complexity with
filtering as the widely adopted approach [TLM10].

Examples of such methods, in descending order of severity of fil-
tering, include minimum spanning trees (MST) [Man99,OCKK02],
average linkage minimum spanning trees (ALMST) [TDMAM07],
planar maximally filtered graphs (PMFG) [TADMM05], asset
graphs (AG) [OCK∗03a], and threshold networks (TN) [TLL10].
In the context of correlation analysis, a minimum spanning tree
is a special case of an acyclic node-link diagram (a.k.a. network
graph) where links only exist between closely-linked pairs of
nodes [Man99]. It is defined as a simply-connected graph where
all N nodes of the graph are connected by N − 1 edges arranged
such that the sum of all edge weights is minimized [OCKK02].
The acylicality requirement leads to some higher-correlation rela-
tionships between pairs of stocks being omitted whilst other, lower-
correlation, pairs of stocks are maintained (in order that all stocks
have at least one edge); the technique is known to favour strong
positive correlations [BPS16]. MST’s proponents argue that the
technique creates meaningful hierarchical clusters when applied
to various types of financial assets [OCK∗03b, NRM07], but the
method has been criticised for being "probably the most severe
form of data reduction" [BPS16]. ALMST, PMFG, AG and TN
address this criticism by extending MST’s concept (and increas-
ing the number of edges shown) in various ways – for example, TN
have edges for all pairwise correlations above a user-defined thresh-
old [TLL10] and AG show the n strongest correlations [OCK∗03a].
In all pruned-graph methods, however, not all correlations between
pairs of stocks are shown; the pruning algorithms cited use strength
of correlation as inclusion criteria, not considering removed rela-
tions in layout calculation and therefore performing poorly at iden-
tifying low-correlation relationships.

2.4. Hybrids: weighted complete graphs/correlation maps

Correlation maps (CM) [ZMM12,ZMZM15], a.k.a. weighted com-
plete graphs [QCX∗07, PCB11], are a hybrid approach which at-
tempt to address the deficiencies of the approaches reviewed above.
Akin to MDS scatter-plots, CM present two-dimensional visualisa-
tions of variables where the distance between each pair of variables
represents their similarity, taking advantage of the phenomenon
that users naturally interpret closely located nodes in graphs as
strongly related [DC98, QCX∗07]. CM incorporate features from
node-link graphs, being laid out using a mass-spring model where
the forces determining edge length are driven by the pairwise Pear-
son correlation coefficient of the connected vertices. The method
also draws on the concept of threshold networks: for greater clarity,
links for correlations below an arbitrary threshold may be hidden in
the visualisation, but are still taken into account in calculating the
layout. CM are versatile and equally appropriate for high and low
correlations; their topology not only shows relationships between
pairs of variables, but also the overall relationship between all vari-
ables [QCX∗07], aiming to preserve all information between pairs
of variables in a correlation matrix.
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2.5. Visualising changes in correlations over time

There exists a growing body of research in the field of dynamic
networks [BBDW17]. Such visualisations tend to take one of
four approaches: the presentation of aggregated temporal informa-
tion in a single image; three-dimensional space-time cubes; series
of images depicting evolution over time; or a step-by-step "time
multiplex" display, sometimes with animated transitions between
steps [BPF14,BDA∗17,CRMH12]. The time-multiplex method of-
fers several advantages, including the provision of cognitive sup-
port to users trying to understand the differences between steps, but
also suffers from some limitations, including an increasing cogni-
tive workload for the user as the number of changing elements in-
creases. Time multiplexes also allow a greater level of detail to be
achieved as only one (large) display is on screen at a given time,
rather than partitioning the screen space into smaller plots ("small
multiples") for simultaneous display [AP16] or aggregating multi-
ple periods into one static graphic.

3. Design process

Our work broadly follows Munzner’s four-level nested model for
visualisation design and validation [Mun09, Mun14]. We describe
our work and findings for each layer of this model in the following
sections, beginning by characterising the domain problem, with a
view to formulating the analytical tasks to support, using a combi-
nation of literature review and primary research.

3.1. Domain problem characterisation:
investigating the literature

As stated in section 1, there is broad agreement in the literature that
periods of high market volatility, risk and stress are characterised
by higher levels of correlations between securities than more “nor-
mal” market environments. Benefits of portfolio diversification are
therefore reduced during high-volatility periods in financial mar-
kets, with this effect being particularly pronounced in falling mar-
kets [SS07]. As markets may be characterised as volatile some 20%
of the time and highly volatile a further 10% of the time [GZ08],
portfolio diversification failure may occur more frequently than
market participants expect; given that one of portfolio diversifica-
tion’s aims is to reduce risks, there is a certain irony that it typi-
cally fails at those times when it is most needed. Researchers have
raised the intriguing possibility that breakdowns in portfolio diver-
sification might be anticipated by tracking the behaviour of stock
correlations [PKS∗12], using changing inter-market dependencies
as early warnings of financial stress and crises [KRLBJ12].

In practice, correlations between stocks are often assumed to be
constant [PKS∗12]; however, numerous studies (e.g. [LS95,DD97,
GF00, DGG∗00, AC02, GLRG05, Pap14]) have demonstrated that
correlations between securities’ (and/or financial markets’) returns
are not static. Individual stocks’ correlation behaviours can vary
significantly between ‘drawdown’ and ‘drawup’ phases of mar-
kets; falling markets see greater correlations between stock re-
turns, with rising markets exhibiting greater diversity [DGG∗00].
This phenomenon is particularly pronounced in smaller compa-
nies, lower-beta (more defensive) and value stocks, and poorly-
performing stocks [AC02]. Major market crashes often correspond

with changes in markets’ correlation structure [GF00]. Correla-
tions are also a determinant of expected security returns and cor-
relation risks are thus an important factor in securities pricing;
defensive stocks which outperform in times of high correlations
may be more attractive to investors, commanding higher valuations
and thus lower expected returns [KPR09]. The structure of cor-
relations between securities’ returns is informative for returns of
stocks and market indices and movements in currency rates; inter-
market correlations were found to have both long-term ("slow")
and short-term ("fast") dynamics, making analysis difficult, with
the fast time-scale being about 60 trading days [STZM11]. Beyond
all these, there are many other external factors that might influence
the dynamics of the correlation relations, such as the nature of the
companies’ businesses, the extent to which their profitability is sen-
sitive to the same economic variables, the countries in which they
are listed, all of which make the analyses even more complex, re-
quiring manual investigation by an expert.

Key findings: Critical tasks for an effective visual approach for the
tracking of financial correlations include the ability to efficiently
gain an overview of correlation structure of a set of financial assets
(e.g. a market index or portfolio) and identify changes therein, such
as whether correlations are rising or falling. Diversification efforts
could be supported by the analysis of pairs and larger groups of as-
sets’ dynamics, with the effective identification of low-correlation
assets as important as the analysis of higher-correlated groups.

3.2. Domain problem characterisation:
interviews with practitioners

Our next step was to establish more detailed requirements from
users and practitioners of correlation analyses in the securities in-
dustry. We therefore conducted five interviews with London-based
users of correlation analyses (coded P1...P5): two risk managers,
two quantitative analysts and the manager of a quantitative invest-
ment fund. In the course of one-hour meetings, participants an-
swered three Likert-scaled questions and eleven open-ended ques-
tions. The scaled questions were designed to validate the impor-
tance of the topic and measure the perceived need for improvement;
the open-ended questions were formulated to further validate topic
importance, understand the use cases, determine current practice
and specific areas for improvement, and establish the most impor-
tant software features required. Interviews were recorded and a the-
matic analysis was undertaken.

We found that correlation analyses in investment management
and financial markets are seen as very important by users, with the
ability to track changes over time at least as important as the under-
standing of absolute levels of correlation. All participants expressed
some perceived need for improvement to their current approach to
this task. A great variety of requirements and needs were mentioned
in the interviews; as a result, flexibility of use cases is an impor-
tant consideration. Financial correlation analyses are carried out for
portfolio construction, risk budgeting, risk management/analysis
and investment research purposes; further use cases include factor
and scenario analyses, the discovery of portfolio skews and ex-post
analyses to explain drawdowns. Interviewees would like to be bet-
ter able to identify clusters of highly-correlated stocks, but also to
find uncorrelated assets. Analytical results are produced for dif-
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Figure 3: Context-sensitive interactive displays in the c|swarm user interface. Main and auxiliary displays change depending on whether,
and how many, nodes are selected. For example, in the main display, selecting only one node switches on all links between that stock and
others (subject to interactive filtering). Selecting two or more nodes shows only links between the highlighted stocks. Interactive tooltips
show further detail when hovering over nodes and edges. The analysis time window is moved by double-clicking on any of the line displays.

ferent audiences with varying levels of analytical sophistication;
simplicity, ease of interpretation, ease of use and user interface re-
sponsiveness (performance) were widely seen to be desirable. The
ability to link in further attributes of financial assets (e.g. position
size, market value, industry sector) was also seen as important.

Currently-used analytical approaches were seen to suffer from
several deficiencies; the complexity of current representations was
a recurring theme. Users noted issues such as the instability of
financial correlations over time and in different market environ-
ments and the difficulty of identifying securities with low and/or
stable correlations. Popular techniques appear particularly ill-
equipped to deal with periods of high stress in markets, when the
ability to track correlations is arguably most important. There also
does not appear to be an accepted ‘standard’ way of visualising fi-
nancial correlations beyond the tabular correlation matrix for point-
in-time views, sometimes represented as a heat map, and line plots
of pairwise correlations over time. Whilst the latter are widely used
and understood, respondents agreed that the large number of plots
needed, given the number of positions in a typical investment port-
folio, mean that this is not practicable for monitoring shifts in cor-
relation across an entire portfolio. Factor analysis, where securities
are not correlated with each other, but with thematic factors, was

mentioned as a useful method, but seen to only be tractable if few
factors are used. As a result of these deficiencies, a great amount of
manual work is carried out to track changing asset correlations.

3.3. Operation abstraction: analytical tasks

A synthesis of our findings from the literature review and primary
research allows the specification of four analytical tasks (T1...T4)
to be supported by our approach:

T1. provision of a graphical overview of the correlation structure
of a portfolio, index or other group of stocks or other financial
instruments at a given point in time

T2. the analysis of changes in the correlation structure over time and
the nature and direction of such changes

T3. the investigation of highly-correlated pairs and groups (clusters)
of assets which contribute to portfolio risk; and

T4. the investigation of uncorrelated or low-correlated securities to
support portfolio risk reduction by diversification

3.4. Visual encoding and interaction techniques

Our approach’s visual metaphor, the proximity swarm, combines
concepts from weighted complete graphs (correlation maps), multi-
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Figure 4: The ‘Sorter’ view rearranges the main display by sector
and size to support easy selection of nodes and groups; the full
range of interactions and animation is available in this mode.

dimensional scaling and threshold networks in order to address the
concerns identified with current methods. It is named for its use of
proximity to encode correlations and its resemblance to a swarm of
flying insects when animated.

We use node-link graphs as the underlying visual idiom for the
main display. Each datum (node) represents one security or finan-
cial instrument (such as a stock, index, portfolio position, bond,
currency, etc); its market value is encoded as the glyph’s area and
its sector by glyph colour. To address the deficiencies of pruned-
graph approaches, the display is laid out as a complete graph (i.e.
all nodes are connected to all other nodes). Edge weights represent
(the strength of) pairwise correlations at a given, common point
in time; as all matrix dimensions have a correlation value versus
all other matrix dimensions at all times, it is the edge weights that
change over time, not their presence or absence (unlike in conven-
tional dynamic network-based idioms). This makes the display of
links between nodes (edge glyphs) redundant, so they are not drawn
by default; their presence or absence becomes an available channel
for encoding other information (for instance, the pairwise correla-
tion being over a certain threshold [TLL10, ZMM12, ZMZM15]).
We encode correlations between financial instruments by the dis-
tances between node glyphs, with it being desirable that two ar-
bitrarily chosen stocks which are highly correlated are closer to
each other than two other stocks which are less highly correlated.
This follows the weighted complete graph/correlation map visual
idiom [QCX∗07, ZMM12, ZMZM15] and preserves the maximum
amount of information from the correlation matrix. The visual id-
iom is selected for its conceptual simplicity, intuitive nature and
likely ease of interpretation by non-technical audiences. It is intu-
itive given that “proximity implies relationship” [GFV13] and fol-
lows the UI design trope that “similar things should look similar,
different things different” [SM86]; users naturally interpret closer
nodes on a graph as being more strongly related [DC98].

The passage of time is represented in the proximity swarm us-

ing a time-multiplex method to allow room for a sufficiently large
display to visualise large numbers of assets, with auxiliary linked
displays presenting the context. A visual encoding which follows
naturally from this approach is the extent to which nodes move.
During periods where correlations are stable, the display is stable;
conversely, in times of rapidly shifting correlations, the display ex-
hibits a great deal of movement.

Additional details on demand [Shn96] are shown in interac-
tively summoned visual encodings in the main display M and four
context-sensitive auxiliary plots A1-A4 (figure 3), which also pro-
vide evidence that the behaviours described in the next section are
not merely visual artefacts of the stochastic layout technique used.
When one node is selected, links between that node and all oth-
ers are shown; when multiple nodes are selected, all links between
the selected nodes are shown, but no others. Links may be filtered
interactively and are triple-encoded for strength of correlation us-
ing a diverging blue (strongly positive)–grey (zero)–red (strongly
negative) colour scale as well as line width and transparency; vi-
sual ‘pop-out’ of highlighted nodes is provided by increasing the
transparency of non-selected nodes. To further reduce visual clutter,
node labels and legend may be hidden by the user; easy selection
of nodes is supported by an additional display mode, the ‘Sorter’,
which re-arranges the nodes by sector and size (fig. 4). The four
auxiliary views display frequency distribution(s) of correlations at
the point-in-time analysis window (A1), price time-series for the in-
dex/portfolio analysed (A2), price time-series of any items selected
(A3) and time-series of central tendency and dispersion of corre-
lations (A4). Elements shown in these views change depending on
whether and how many nodes are selected (fig. 3).

3.5. Layout algorithm design, computational framework and
implementation: the c|swarm tool

As discussed above, we use the strength of correlation to directly
drive the layout of our visualisation rather than merely as binary
criteria for the existence or absence of links between nodes. In our
prototype, pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients between stock
returns are pre-calculated from time-series of percentage changes
in daily prices upon starting the software; a rolling, constant 65-
weekday time window (i.e. three-month rolling daily correlations)
is used to capture “fast” correlation dynamics [STZM11] and limit
the time taken to initially calculate the source data cube of correla-
tion matrices versus time. Any other parameter set or temporally-
varying pairwise distance measure could be adopted here. For lay-
out calculations, where R is a matrix of pairwise correlation coeffi-
cients for any given time window, distance matrices are calculated
simply as 1− R, with negative correlation coefficients therefore
shown as greater distances than positive correlation coefficients:
in our use case, the identification of strongly negatively-correlated
pairs of stocks is highly desirable. If the strength of the relationship
is more important than its direction and/or direction is encoded us-
ing another visual variable, the distance matrices may be calculated
as 1−|R| or 1−R2.

The layout algorithm translates this distance matrix into a visual
representation. We identify the layout algorithm for the swarm us-
ing two experiments. In the first experiment, we evaluate seven dif-
ferent candidate algorithms for calculation time, layout quality and
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Figure 5: The swarm “clenches” (B1) in times of market stress (such as the 2011 debt default crisis, right): when correlations are high,
less-correlated stocks are of particular interest. Many of the stocks in the periphery are in ’defensive’ sectors such as Consumer Staples,
Health Care, Technology and Utilities; Newmont Mining, a ‘safe haven’ gold mining stock, is a great distance from the rest of the swarm.

stability of layout quality over time using a small test data set (31
series) that span an 18-month period (see Appendix, Sec.6 for de-
tails). Layout quality is measured using Pearson and Spearman cor-
relation coefficients between vectorized correlation matrices and
arrays of pairwise Euclidean distances between the nodes in the
calculated layouts – conceptually similar to the Stress-1 measure
used conventionally in MDS [BGM12]. A second round of param-
eter tweaking tested different configurations of the three best algo-
rithms from the first experiment over five sets of test data covering
3,000 trading days between January 2006 and September 2017.

The concept of force direction, where distances between nodes
are informed by forces specified by edge weights, would seem
highly relevant, but classical force-directed methods [Ead84,FR91]
often also aim to adhere to aesthetic rules such as minimising
edge crossings, layout symmetry, uniform edge lengths and uni-
form node distribution [GFV13] which are not appropriate here.
By contrast, dimension-reduction techniques which project pair-
wise distances between items in high-dimensional space to lower-
dimensional space (e.g. the two dimensions of a flat plot) are
useful for laying out complete graphs, and in particular, Multi-
Dimensional Scaling (MDS) techniques [BGM12] are well suited
to our task given their explicit aim of preserving distances. A re-
cursive implementation of metric MDS, where each time slice is
calculated using the previous time slice’s layout as a seed, emerged
as most suitable for the task across all performance criteria. This
approach substantially improves calculation times, allowing online
calculation of time-multiplex animations at usable frame rates for
test data sets numbering over 400 stocks. Layouts are cached once
calculated, ensuring that each point-in-time correlation matrix is
assigned one layout for the full duration of a session of using the
software, mitigating the effects of the stochastic nature of MDS
computations. Further incremental performance gains are achieved
by vectorizing the distance matrices, taking advantage of distance
matrices’ inherent symmetry for efficient storing and processing.
There exists the potential to further enhance performance and scala-

bility by applying progressive analysis techniques [FP16,TKBH17]
to the layout algorithm design, for instance by starting the calcula-
tion of the layout cache immediately upon opening the software
and/or by carrying out calculations in auxiliary displays A2 and A3
at progressively finer levels of detail when nodes are selected.

3.6. Mapping behaviour profiles

Using the distance between nodes as the main encoding idiom for
correlations (and driving the layout with this encoding) in combina-
tion with a time-multiplex idiom results in a number of behaviours
of interest that also have a semantic mapping from a financial anal-
ysis perspective. Here, we identify and introduce these as a series of
behaviour profiles (numbered B1, B2, ...) to support the analytical
tasks T1-T4 as identified in section 3.3; examples of these profiles
in action are described in section 4.2.

In times of market stress, when general correlation levels rise and
dispersion falls (T1, T2), the entire swarm clenches tightly together
(B1, fig. 5), supporting the easy identification of less-correlated
stocks as outliers. As market stress eases and correlations fall, the
swarm relaxes (B2, fig. 5), with distances between nodes increas-
ing. Highly inter-correlated groups of stocks are shown as tightly
clustered (bunched; B3, fig. 6) groups of nodes; assets and/or
groups which are relatively highly correlated to other stocks can
be found closer to the swarm’s centre. Central clustering (B4, up-
per panel, fig. 8) occurs when a group of stocks is highly correlated
both within itself and to the rest of the market; the group’s nodes are
clustered in a central location, where distances to other nodes are
shorter. Conversely, nodes found on opposing sides of the display
likely have low or strongly negative correlations with each other
(T3). Stocks or groups of stocks which are generally less correlated
to others (T4) are situated near the edge of the swarm display, fur-
ther away from most other nodes, their exact location determined
by which stocks their returns most closely correlate with. Periph-
eral bunching (B5, fig. 1), where a tightly clustered group of stocks
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Figure 6: Rotation (B9): from May to August 2016, we see a great
deal of movement in nodes’ positions relative to each other, sug-
gesting that the underlying correlation structure has changed sub-
stantially. Many financials stocks are closely bunched (B3; red dot-
ted line), indicating strong correlations within that group.

is found near the edge of the swarm, occurs when a (probably ho-
mogeneous) group of stocks is highly correlated within itself but
less correlated to the rest of the market; by contrast, if a sector’s
nodes are broadly dispersed (B6, lower panel, fig. 8) across the
swarm, the sector’s correlation structure is likely to be heteroge-
neous and similar to that of the market as a whole. When investi-
gating changing correlation structures over time, stocks with low
and changing correlations to the rest of the swarm orbit (B7, fig. 9)
around the outside of the display; stocks which are more highly cor-
related to the rest of the swarm, but whose correlations are chang-
ing, meander (B8, fig. 9) through the swarm. When there is a dis-
continuity in stock behaviour within a market leading to changes in
correlation structure over a short period (rotation; B9, fig. 6), node
positions change rapidly, with the swarm animation sometimes ap-
pearing to ‘jerk’; during more stable times, most nodes move only
gradually. Layout stability is thus used as a visual encoding for cor-
relation stability.

4. Validation and evaluation

4.1. Scalability and layout quality evaluation

We tested the quality of layouts calculated by our algorithm by cap-
turing statistics for full layout time-multiplex runs over eleven and
a half years of daily data for the five test data sets as well as one
further set of previously unseen data. The algorithm produces high-
quality layouts, with stability over time of the display correlating
well to the stability (or otherwise) of the test correlation data. We
found that the layout algorithm produced particularly high-quality
layouts in times of high market volatility and stress; the encoding
of correlation stability as layout stability was also visualised with a
high degree of fidelity (upper panel, fig. 7). Layout stability proved
to have a statistically insignificant link to levels of market volatil-
ity; we observed that during times of market stress, the animation
(and the underlying correlation structure) was often remarkably sta-
ble. Average animation frame rates ranged from 71.0fps for our
smallest test dataset (with 31 nodes) to 13.4fps for the largest (417
nodes), with layout calculation times being primarily driven by the
number of nodes rendered and to a lesser extent by the stability of
the underlying correlation matrices (lower panel, fig. 7). Using pre-

Figure 7: Top: The layout algorithm effectively encodes correla-
tion stability as layout stability in all test data. Number of nodes
in parentheses. Bottom: Layout calculation speed is driven by the
number of nodes in the data with a weak response to change in the
correlations within the frames. Note: Log scales used on all axes.

calculated layouts (to gauge the underlying rendering engine’s per-
formance), the largest test dataset was animated at an average frame
rate of 65.7fps. Extrapolating from the performance on the largest
test data set, the frame rates reported should be achievable for ap-
proximately 85% of investment portfolios, assuming that portfolio
sizes are normally distributed and that estimates from Goldman et
al. [GSZ16] generalise.

4.2. Validation of visual encoding: analysis stories

Qualitative tests of the tool’s effectiveness were conducted by vi-
sually inspecting and interacting with the full animations for each
of the six layout validation data sets and intermittently randomly
selecting nodes or groups of nodes and inspecting the correlation
coefficients corresponding to the highlighted edges. These tests
formed a basis for validation of the visual encoding and investi-
gating its appropriateness for visual storytelling. To validate the vi-
sualisation’s ability to support the analytical tasks and demonstrate
occurrences of its expected behaviours, several case studies (anal-
ysis stories) were identified to address suitability for the analytical
tasks specified in the design stage. (Refer to Appendix section 5 for
further example analysis stories).

Analysis Story 1: In fig. 5, we see an example of clenching and
relaxing. In March 2011, US large-cap stocks’ median correlation
was low; nodes are spread out across the display and the graph is re-
laxed (B2). By late September, markets around the world wobbled
as it seemed likely that Greece would default on its sovereign debt,
with knock-on ramifications for the wider Eurozone and global
economies [Wik18]. Correlations increased to the highest level
seen in any of our test data sets and remained elevated for some
time afterwards; the swarm plot shows a tightly clenched (B1)
group of stocks. Nodes from the periphery of the swarm dispropor-
tionately represented ‘defensive’ sectors such as consumer staples,
utilities, health care and technology; selecting them shows us that
these stocks had distinct correlation characteristics from the rest of
the index at that time (multiple histogram, inset, fig. 5).

Analysis Story 2: In figs. 1 and 8, we present three different US
market sectors to illustrate peripheral bunching (B5), central clus-
tering (B4) and broad dispersion (B6). The utilities sector (electric-
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Figure 8: Industry sectors with different levels of homogeneity ex-
hibit different behaviours in the swarm (links for r < 0.7 filtered
out in all examples). Upper: Central clustering (B4): stocks in the
financials group (red) are less tightly bunched than utilities or en-
ergy stocks, but occupy a central location in the swarm. Lower:
Broad dispersion (B6): IT sector (magenta) stocks are scattered
throughout a wide area of the swarm. The histogram shows that
their correlation structure is similar to that of the entire market’s.
In fig. 1: Peripheral bunching (B5): the utilities sector exhibits high
intra-sector correlation and low correlation to other stocks.

ity and gas distributors) is quite homogeneous, as its constituents’
performance is subject to very similar factors: government regula-
tion, input commodity costs and interest rates (as the business is
capital intensive). However, the sector is less dependent on gen-
eral economic health than others, so its correlation to others is low.
Visually, this means that the utilities are located on the edge of
the swarm, tightly clustered together and at a distance from other
stocks (B5). The financials sector exhibits central clustering (B4):
the nodes are less tightly spaced, as the sector is more heteroge-
neous, containing a number of different industries (retail banks, in-
surers, other financial services). The stocks’ fairly central location
within the swarm suggests that they are more correlated to stocks
from other sectors, consistent with the link between the financial
sector’s fortunes and those of the wider economy (both directly and
via interest rate sensitivity). Finally, the technology sector contains
a diverse range of stocks which, at the analysis window shown,
were not highly intercorrelated and thus broadly dispersed (B6)
across the swarm; this suggests that at the time, stock-specific fac-

tors were more important than sector-level themes in determining
behaviour, and returns were dispersed.

Analysis Story 3: We observe examples of orbiting (B7) and me-
andering (B8) in fig. 9, which follows Apple’s movement through
the S&P 100 index over the course of a few months. In a time where
market correlations were generally stable and the swarm was re-
laxed, Apple’s position around the edge of the swarm tells us that
the stock exhibits low correlation to most others; the node’s move-
ment over time illustrates that its relationship with the rest of the
market keeps changing. After a year of orbiting, the stock’s be-
haviour changes, and the node meanders through the swarm as its
correlation to the rest of the market rises; by mid-2015, Apple’s
node is located near the middle of the swarm (close to the market
index, which it was the largest component of by then).

4.3. User evaluation

To further evaluate our approach’s suitability to support the
tasks from section 3.3, we re-visited the participants from our
requirements-gathering study (section 3.2) and carried out a second
series of interviews. In the first part of each interview, following a
brief software demonstration, participants were set five standard-
ised exercises E1-E5 covering analytical tasks T1-T4 outlined in
section 3.3: to identify and analyse a highly correlated group of
stocks (E1: T1, T2, T3), to compare two highly correlated groups
of stocks (E2: T2, T3), to find a period of unusually high correla-
tions and identify outliers in that period (E3: T1, T2, T4), and to
find and analyse pairs of low-correlation (E4: T2, T4) and high-
correlation (E5: T2, T3) stocks. Each exercise was allocated four
minutes, with tasks not completed in time marked incomplete. Par-
ticipants were asked to “think aloud” whilst performing the tasks,
with a particular focus on any insights reached, and task perfor-
mance observed and recorded by the interviewer. After the struc-
tured tasks, participants were given the opportunity to further ex-
plore the visualisation, in order to gain further observational, anec-
dotal evidence. To conclude, participants answered a list of seven
open-ended questions to cross-check observations from the timed
tasks, understand strengths and weaknesses of our approach and
identify areas for further development. Details and results of the
study are in Appendix 1, section 3.

Performance by research participants was generally strong, with
most exercises being completed in under two minutes. Cluster iden-
tification exercises (E1, E2) took more time despite participants
reporting that they found them easily, with overview/outlier tasks
(E3) problematic for one participant. There were several examples
of sub-tasks being answered as soon as the researcher set the task,
with most participants completing all exercises in substantially less
than the allocated time of four minutes, and only one occurrence
of a task not being completed by a participant in the allocated time.
Size and colour encoding and the highlighting of selections through
the presence of links has shown to be effective, although one user
mentioned that finer control of selections would be desirable. With-
out exception, the study participants were positive about the visu-
alisation approach and mentioned its potential to be highly useful.
Strongly positive feedback from the study participants suggested
that most gained insights would have been difficult to achieve using
the diverse range of tools used in current approaches, although one
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Figure 9: “Orbiting:” in a period where the swarm was generally quite stable (a-f), Apple (AAPL; magenta; edges for positive correlations
filtered out) “orbited” (B7) around the plot, indicating low, variable correlations to other stocks. By mid-2015 (g), the correlation behaviour
had changed and the stock had “meandered” (B8) to a position near the swarm’s centre.

participant also stated that they found the animation “hard to get to
grips with”. In particular, the illustration of the extent to which cor-
relations converge in financial crises [BL09] was greeted with sur-
prise and interest by all research participants, even though all but
one had been working in investment management throughout the
2008 and 2011 crises (thus experiencing them first-hand); this sug-
gests that our approach also shows promise for visual storytelling
and education. Study participants described the approach as “inno-
vative and novel” (P1), “so much better than looking at correlation
matrices” (P3), and told us that they “cannot think of a way of cap-
turing the dynamics of correlations as powerfully as [we] have”
(P2). In one instance, a participant was unable to finish an exercise
in the four minutes allocated. This may partly be attributable to the
interviewer’s lack of experience, and also to a preference on a less
visual and more numerical representation. This is a sign that poten-
tial users need to be given sufficient time and training to familiarise
with these concepts.

5. Discussion

The provision of static elements to support the animation’s effec-
tiveness proved helpful to users, echoing findings that hybrid ap-
proaches using both animation and time lines may prove useful
for task performance in certain contexts and that users may find
them helpful [RM13]. The utility of good interaction design in
helping users to deal with perceptual difficulties from overly fast
or complex animations [TMB02] was demonstrated. One critique
here could be that the animated representation could easily lead to
the perception of behaviours that are not necessarily grounded but
are solely artefacts of the layout algorithm. This is a valid concern –
in order to mitigate such issues, we conducted rigorous tests during
layout algorithm identification and validation, and provide context-
aware auxiliary views with controlled animation features to help
support the verification of any behaviour identified.

Existing methods of visualising financial correlations may have
too rigid an emphasis on filtering heuristics for the information
contained in a correlation matrix for the sake of identifying a hi-
erarchy. This makes them broadly unsuitable for risk management
applications, as they cannot be used to find low-correlation assets.
In the field of dynamic networks, much of the corpus of work op-
erates on graph-theoretic measures such as node degrees or cen-
tralities in quantifying and analysing changes in graphs. However,
in applications where strengths of relations are constantly chang-
ing, such approaches can have weaknesses that affect the interpre-
tation of the metaphor – in particular the potential over-reliance on

the information contained in the existence or absence of a link be-
tween two nodes. Our approach recognizes this through animated
weighted edges, but further research on the analysis of the dynam-
ics of weighted complete graphs with an emphasis on changes in
their weights and attributes is required.

One key process in our design phase is the identification and
utilisation of behaviour profiles. These are loosely defined, but se-
mantically relevant, characteristics patterns that have the potential
to be instrumental in future analyses conducted in our approach, for
instance, in providing visual guidance to identify areas/periods of
interest or externalising and interpreting patterns. Further work is
needed to formally, i.e. through formulaic settings, define these pro-
files to enable their semi-automated extraction. Despite this short-
coming, we observe that the behaviour profiles serve as effective
heuristics to conceptually guide and structure financial correlation
analysis executed in our approach; we see potential merit in inves-
tigating their generalisability over a wider range of domains.

Currently, our approach supports the visual investigation and
comparison of a single subset selection. One promising potential
future work that emerged during the interviews is to allow the com-
parison of different groups of assets. Our current design of auxiliary
views and interactions is not optimised to handle more groups and
a further design exercise is needed to address that; we deem this to
be a promising next step. The deployment of progressive analysis
techniques [TKBH17] to improve the tool’s scalability is another
interesting area for further work.

6. Conclusion

This paper introduces a visual analytics framework for the in-
teractive analysis of relations and structures in dynamic, high-
dimensional correlation data, in particular in the context of financial
data analysis. The adopted visual metaphor and interaction design
are rooted in the literature and supported by research on current in-
dustry and academic requirements. We have demonstrated the tech-
nique’s potential by validating the layouts created by the algorithm,
illustrating interesting analysis cases and carrying out initial user
evaluations. We introduced a series of behaviour profiles to help
structure the analytical process and further supported analysis with
context-aware views and enhanced interaction schemes. With our
focus on information fidelity and distance preservation in the rep-
resentation of financial correlations, we believe that our tool will
be useful in the study of changing correlation structures and of pe-
riods of market stress, when correlations are high and identifying
diversifying assets is especially important.
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